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Note from our Co-Founder
Decision making can be stressful. Even small, inconsequential

decisions such as, "what are we having for dinner," can bring

about levels of stress. Other decisions are stressful because

they come with high stakes or consequences. A software

decision falls into that second category. Why? Because of the

extent of the expense that incurs when it goes wrong. That

doesn't mean you should never make a change; it just means

you should choose wisely.

 

Keeping your long-term goals in mind is one way to ensure

you're on the right path to success. Never lose sight of the

original problem that brought you to making the decision to

change. One more key component to making a successful

decision is to lean on experts and gather support from those

you trust - just as you would reach out to a friend to ask where

you can �nd the best restaurant in town to �x your dinner

craving. 

 



Cheers to your success!

Laura Kennedy

Co-Founder

Featured Article
The Wrong Software is Worse Than No Software: Tips for

Choosing Well

- Capterra

"After months of endless meetings, research, and

demos, you and your team have finally narrowed down

the possibilities for your company's new software

system to just a handful of options. All that
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remains is to make a decision and finalize your

purchase. This is the easy part of the process,

right?"

Read More

Fresh Updates

6 Ways the Wrong Software Vendor Can Cost You

"Selecting the right software vendor can be a challenging task.

The right software can help streamline your projects, keep

your workforce safer, lower your negative environmental

impact and empower your organization. On the other hand, the

wrong software can..."

Read More

Switching Software Doesn't Solve Problems - Laura Kennedy, CMG

Co-Founder

"The purpose of having practice management software or a

document management system in a government agency or law
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�rm is to streamline the work�ow, reduce expenses, and lower

risk. Yet when problems arise within the agency or the �rm,

workers are often quick to blame the technology."

Read More

What's the True Cost of Implementing Technology - Laura

Kennedy, CMG Co-Founder

"The true cost of implementing technology is di�cult to

measure because it can be impacted by factors we don't often

consider."

Read More

Infographic
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Book a Consultation

Solution Spotlight

Vendor-Agnostic Technology Consultant

Meet with your trusted CMG consultant and let us help you ensure

you're on the right path to success!
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Learn More

Consultants in your Corner

Loyal. Trusted. Partner.

We know legal technology and our clients are our TOP priority.

Whether you are looking to maximize your current software or you're

shopping the market, our team is a one-stop solution. Let us know

how we can best serve you. www.cmgconsultants.com

Let's Talk!

Circle Management Group, PO Box 5091, High Point, NC 27262
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